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Drawing Horses
DIVThis concise and practical guide covers proportion,
anatomy, movement, sketching, materials, and much more
with supreme instructive clarity and 128 illustrations. Ideal for
artists, beginners to experienced. /div
In this book you will find nine unique drawing tutorials on how
to draw horses using graphite and colored pencils. This book
will give you step-by-step instructions for drawing many kinds
of horses in different poses. The author has also included
instructional sketches to give you more insight into horse
anatomy. You will learn how to create the main lines, how to
draw long and short hair, how to make a horse's body shine,
how to create a three-dimensional drawing, and how to draw
shadows and highlights. You will also learn techniques for
blending colored pencils and many other tricks and tips.
Every tutorial consists of 6-20 illustrations and short
explanation for each step based on the author's personal
experience. This book is a great choice for anyone who
appreciates visual art, whether you want to create it yourself
and learn through close observation, or just peek behind the
curtain at how such work is done Enjoy learning!
"Lively text and step-by-step instructions give an introduction
to drawing horses"-Recommends drawing materials, shows how to portray the
head, features, body, and legs of a horse, and includes
sketches of different breeds.
Provides step-by-step, illustrated instructions for drawing a
variety of different horse breeds, including the quarter horse,
mustangs, Shetland ponies, and thoroughbreds.
Step-by-step, black-and-white illustrations show kids how to
transform lines, curves, and geometric shapes into such
diverse breeds as the Clydesdale, Arabian, Pinto, Lippizaner,
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Palamino, Hanoverian, Percheron, and Thoroughbred.
This captivating book outlines the fundamentals of drawing
horses. Basic rules for sketching are introduced, then specific
examples are given.
Find out how to draw hair, legs, necks, ears, eyes, and
everything else in a horse's body. An explanatory guide with
many pictures of how the artist made drawings of horses that
look like photographs. Take a step into the dark and become
educated as to how you can draw realistic horses, following a
step-by-step method that gives you insights, tips, and
mandatory techniques. Read about: Figuring out when to use
an HB or a 3B pencil. The right way to smudge, draw hair,
and make a horse come alive. Contrasts, shades, and tails,
some of the most challenging parts of drawing horses. The
difference between easy shadows and complicated ones, and
how to identify areas. Fun and smart ways to create beautiful
horse hair, eyes, noses, and ears that resemble reality. And
much more! So don't wait any longer and pick up this book
right now if you want to learn how to draw realistic horses!

Horse and pony enthusiasts will find this colorfully
illustrated and accessible volume packed with an
array of beautiful subjects to draw. Readers are
introduced to key drawing techniques and helpful
tips before they are walked through the step-by-step
instructions. Readers explore their creativity while
learning interesting facts about these lovely animals.
"The perfect book for complete beginners or budding
artists ... The book is packed with beautiful pictures
and practical help on how to draw all kinds of horses
from photos, from models and from life. Plus
fascinating facts about famous horses."--Page 4 of
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cover.
Drawing HorsesParkstone International
"Lively text and fun illustrations describe how to draw
horses"--Provided by publisher.
A step-by-step guide to drawing horses in motion
and at rest.
"Lively text and fun illustrations describe how to draw
horses, flowers, faces, and other cool
stuff"--Provided by publisher.
Coloring book horse for adults with different shapes.
This book is made for any adults who wants to paint
horses in different ways. We try to put in this book
different position of every horse to take a closer look
to every picture. You a thinking about a friend that
you have? You can buy for him/she or any body. Our
horse drawing book features: Over a 20 types of
horses or symbol Different position of horses Large
format 8.5 x 11 in, quality design 45 page Make this
drawing horses book, the perfect gift for your love
one.
artists guide to mastering the art of drawing horses.
Do you love horses and like art activities? Are you
interested in drawing and painting? Are you looking
for an experienced art teacher through the drawing
and painting process? If you want to learn how to
draw Horses, then keep reading... Designed with
beginners in mind. With this Drawing Book where we
master how to draw horses, we will cover a lot of
different basic Techniques to improve your overall
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Drawing Skills. By getting "How to Draw Horses" you
will gain the benefits like the following: If you enjoy
learning new skills or are interested in art in general,
getting this book will help you achieve just that. Gain
a new relaxing hobby of drawing animals when you
want and where you want. And much more! this
book are accepted and loved by many people in the
world. Actually, adults love them too. Art skills are
important for every people. It helps in shaping the
imagination, helps with motor skills and coordination.
It is fun too. So, what are you waiting for? Scroll to
the top of the page and click the "Buy Now" button to
get started today!
Learn how to draw a collection of beloved horses
and pets! Ideal for children who love to doodle, this
introductory drawing guide makes the art of drawing
easy. Clear, easy-to-follow instructions use basic
shapes and colors to teach children how to draw
step by step. In this book, young readers will learn
simple ways to draw and color their favorite horse
breeds and other beloved pets. Each project
features fun, fascinating facts, as well as simple
drawing tips to help kids build confidence. With All
About Drawing: Horses and Pets, aspiring artists will
be drawing their own masterpieces in no time!
Presents step-by-step instructions on drawing
different types of horses in various poses.
Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing a
variety of horses.
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A perfect introduction to drawing horses, ideal for
anyone who loves horses, or for those who would
like an approach that makes a complex subject easy
and enjoyable. Continuing the success of the Draw
in 15 Minutes series, horse artist Diana Hand shows
you how to express your love of horses through
drawing. In a series of tutorials, she describes every
stage from finding your model and learning the basic
skills of drawing to portraying the movement and
spirit of the individual horse. Draw Horses in 15
Minutes will inspire you to make your own
expressive drawings based on the principles of
equine anatomy. Furthermore, you will discover a
skill you never thought you had.
With easy-to-follow steps and realistic coloring
suggestions on the inside covers, this outstanding
guide will show you how to draw 15 different breeds
of horses: Appaloosa, Clydesdale, Morgan, and
more. Includes completed illustrations to color and
30 perforated practice pages.
With How to Draw Horses & Ponies, young artists
learn to bring these sweet and majestic animals to
life, guided by realistic illustrations and step-by-step
instructions for 20 different breeds. Simple
instructions make it fun and easy to draw lifelike
horses and ponies. Each drawing lesson begins with
a basic shape and progresses, step by step, to a
finished piece of artwork, making it easy to follow
along. Information about the breeds and fun facts
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provide inspiration and additional learning
opportunities. The breeds include: Hanoverian foal
Pinto Welsh Mountain Pony Clydesdale Arabian
American Saddlebred Thoroughbred Friesian
Shetland Pony Andalusian And more! Just start with
a few ovals, circles, and triangles and follow the
illustrated steps—you'll be creating you own amazing
masterpieces in no time at all!
Gives instructions on how to draw horses.
Describes how to draw various horses, including the
Przewalski horse, Appaloosa, and Arabian horse.
This comprehensive drawing handbook covers all
aspects of drawing horses, including essential
concepts such as perspective and construction lines.
With its clear step-by-step labelled drawings, this is
an essential book for any budding artist who would
like to master the art of drawing horses, from foals to
galloping stallions.
Within this book you will find a simple, fun and
effective method to learn basic drawing techniques
in order to draw beautiful horses in an easy way.
With this complete manual you will achieve
incredible results just by following simple steps.
This concise and practical guide covers proportion,
anatomy, movement, sketching, materials, and much
more with supreme instructive clarity and 128
illustrations. Ideal for artists, beginners to
experienced.
This kit includes all the materials and instruction a
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beginner needs to draw a range of horses! Inside the
project book, equine artists Patricia Getha and
Michele Maltseff explore horse anatomy, proportion,
and facial features before presenting step-by-step
instructions for drawing an array of horse breeds in a
variety of poses. Readers will learn to make beautiful
artwork using graphite pencil, charcoal, and even
watercolor—and all the materials artists need to begin
right away are contained within the convenient
carryall kit! The hardcover case includes a 40-page
paperback book with corresponding Spanish
translation, graphite pencils, paintbrush, black
watercolor paint, charcoal, sharpener, blending
stump, and drawing paper. Warning! This product is
intended for use by ages 13 and older and is not
intended for use by children.
Learn to create detailed, realistic horses in graphite
pencil from basic shapes. Drawing: Horses shows
you how to render a variety of beautiful horses in
graphite pencil, with tips on choosing materials,
building with basic shapes, and shading to develop
form and realism. With a wealth of detailed step-bystep projects to both re-create and admire, Walter
Foster, with assistance from Michele Maltseff,
teaches artists how to develop a graphite pencil
drawing to its fullest. With this step-by-step book,
Walter Foster renders a variety of horse breeds in
pencil and provides tips on adding touches with
charcoal, crayon, and brush and ink. He explains not
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only a number of drawing techniques and special
effects but also his own method of developing a
drawing. You will learn about various horse
breeds—including quarter horse, Clydesdale,
Arabian, and Shetland pony—and their proportions,
starting with their heads and then progressing to full
bodies. And in addition to helpful drawing instruction,
Drawing: Horses also contains a wealth of beautiful
equine drawings you can both copy and admire! It's
a fabulous addition to any artist's drawing reference
library. Designed for beginners, the How to Draw &
Paint series offers an easy-to-follow guide that
introduces artists to basic tools and materials and
includes simple step-by-step lessons for a variety of
projects suitable for the aspiring artist. Drawing:
Horses allows artists to develop their drawing skills,
demonstrating how to start with basic shapes and
use pencil and shading techniques to create varied
textures, values, and details for a realistic,
completed drawing.
With the aid of step-by-step drawings, the authors all professional artists or teachers - explain clearly
and concisely how to use pencil, pen and ink, Conte
and charcoal to make the most of your drawing
skills. The series covers a comprehensive range of
popular subjects and each title contains sections on
materials, composition, perspective and different
drawing techniques - both traditional and innovative.
Drawing a horse just standing alone on the page is
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tricky enough, but with the help of this book you’ll
not only be able to draw as many as you like, but
you’ll master the art of horses in action—horses
rearing up, kicking out, pulling a plow, running
through a field, and so much more. You’ll learn how
to draw rodeo horses and race horses, military
horses and farm horses. With easy step-by-step
instructions, kids can learn how to draw: A galloping
horse A rolling horse A dressage horse A Shetland
pony A pony family A pony in a stable And eight
more! Each spread features a unique horse or pony
illustration with unintimidating and easy-to-follow
directions. New lines are always drawn in red so that
kids can see how the drawing builds from step to
step. Experiment with markers, crayons, scrap
paper, paint, and more! Once little artists grow
confident in their horse-drawing abilities, they can
use the skills they learn from this book to create their
own personal masterpieces! And while you learn
how to draw horses, you may even discover a few
horse facts you didn’t know. Perfect for anyone who
has fallen in love with horses and wants to explore
their artistic side!
Horses have been domesticated for over 5,000 years!
This means they play an important role in the lives of
humans. This book provides young artists with a wealth
of information about these gentle, yet powerful creatures.
Artists will have the opportunity to learn to draw a
number of different breeds of horses, including Arabians,
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Appaloosas, and Shetland ponies. Each complex
illustration is simplified to make the process easier.
Artists start by drawing a simple shape and add to it to
achieve the desired result. A picture glossary helps
young artists make connections to things they have seen
and words they may not have known. This book is sure
to help artists learn to draw these galloping giants.
Provides step-by-step lessons and information on the
tools and techniques of drawing.
Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing different
types of horses and for drawing them in a variety of such
poses as walking, rearing, galloping, jumping, and with a
rider.
Presents illustrated, step-by-step instructions for drawing
horses and ponies, and includes eight pages of grid
paper young artists can use to create their own
drawings.
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